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Married One Night
During one of his many failed job interviews, Travis Hanson panics after the
employer asks him, “Tell me a little bit about yourself”, and ends up answering the
question by telling his entire life story. From being kidnapped at age three, through
being abused on different occasions, through being homeless for a year, through
incessant social awkwardness, to learning how to deal with it all without the aid of
any therapy, drugs or alcohol. He reveals every significant event, both good and
bad, that has made him who he is today and is shockingly open and honest about
telling all of this to a complete stranger. Life is full of ups and downs, that's just
life. And whether we view them as positive or negative, events happen in our lives
only when we are ready for them to happen and not a second sooner. It's not all
about what happens to us, it's about how we react to those events that matters the
most

One Night, Second Chance
This is my story about a night that would change my life. It all started on May 27th,
1961.My mama (Trish) received a call from her sister-in-law, Jan that day. Jan
wanted to know if she could go with Leah to the dog races in Jacksonville. She was
going to go but Lisa, the baby got sick and she can't go. Trish told Jan that she
would have to talk to Chad, her husband first. Chad got off work at 3pm.When he
got home Trish asked him about going with Leah to the dog races. Chad told her it
would be alright and that he would take care of the children. Trish is a loving,
dedicated mother. Chad figured that she could use a little time to unwind and
relax. So, she called Jan to let her know that she would go with Leah the next night
which was, May the 28th.She was a little excited and nervous because she had not
been away from the children in a long time. She knew that Chad would take real
good care of them. Trish set the table and went to get ready. Kathy asked her
mama if she could go, but her mama told her that she would have to be daddy's
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little helper just for tonight. Chad put June in the high chair, Bill at the table and he
held Louise, while Trish finished getting ready. Leah pulled up about five, to pick
Trish up. Kathy started crying and begging her mama to please let her go. Chad
took Kathy by the hand and told her that he needed her to stay to help him with
her baby sister. Kathy still wanted to go. She wanted to be with her mama. She
watched as they pulled out of the drive way. Trish promised Kathy that she would
see her in the morning. Little did any of them know that that would be the last time
any of them would see her again

Don't Forget to Write for the Secondary Grades
He offered her more than his protectionfor one hot night. As the daughter of a
Hollywood mogul, introverted Claire Kenyon is used to being forced into the
limelight, no matter how she tries to live a quiet life. When her father receives a
threat aimed at her, he surrounds her with security--including sexy Michael Lyle,
who offers her very close protection. Michael has always been professional and
unemotional with Claire, so she isn't prepared for the depths he's been hiding. But
he's her bodyguard, and there are lines he will never cross. The more irresistible
she finds him, the more he plans to resist. But then everything changes in only one
night

One Night With You (The Heart of the City Series, Book 1)
The Night that Changed Everything… Luc Sarrazin has finally found her. His
beautiful wife, Star, who left with more than just his ring… Convinced that she
committed fraud, he's determined to recover his money, before demanding a
divorce. But his wife has two very unexpected and very identical surprises. Now
he'll make her an offer she can't refuse. He'll drop the charges against her in
exchange for one last night in his bed - to quench the impossible desire he still
feels for Star. But in the morning, Luc realises he cannot walk away from his
children… or the consuming passion that one night wasn't enough to satisfy.

In One Night
"A sweet and hot hero you'll want to keep around for longer than one night!"
--Lorelei James, New York Times bestselling author One Sweet Ride. . . Oh yeah. A
single look at the leggy blonde in the stands and Tucker Jenkins is ready to buck all
night long. It's time to forget all about his cheating ex and his usual hands off
policy. One Hot Night. . . Becca Hart is an East Coast professor. Not a buckle
bunny. But no degree can prepare her for the moves of the sexy bull rider she
hooks up with at her first rodeo. . .or the shock of finding him at her first Oklahoma
State University staff meeting. One Happy Ending. . . Tuck knows it's all about
holding on, no matter how wild the ride. Now he just has to convince Becca that a
rough start out of the chute doesn't mean they aren't a smokin' combination. . .
"Western romance heats up with Cat Johnson's enticing Oklahoma Nights series."
--Vivian Arend, New York Times bestselling author

The Academy
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Awakened One Night
The ultimate seduction! Gorgeous Greek tycoon Alexios Christofides is notorious
for getting exactly what he wants—and he's not above mixing revenge…and
pleasure. He's determined to wrench the Holt empire away from his enemy, even if
it means seducing the man's fiancée! Rachel Holt has spent years playing the
dutiful daughter, hostess, fiancée, and she has not once put a foot wrong. Until
reaching for just one electrifying night with a handsome stranger gives her a taste
of a freedom she's never known… But this one night has great consequences for
them both, especially when Rachel realizes Alex's true identity!

One Night Scandal
Sometimes love finds you when you least expect it. Lana Biel has always wanted to
shake the dust of Vermont off her feet and see the world, one exotic country after
another. But when a lighthearted spring fling changes her life forever, she turns to
the one man whose strong shoulders can lighten any burden: her best friend, Eli
Ward. Eli has always been there for Lana--after all, that's what best friends do. But
Lana isn't the only one hiding something. Eli is keeping secrets of his own that
threaten their relationship. Yet as summer turns to fall, new desires awaken
between them, even as old fears tear them apart. Then, when another Vermont
winter fills the valleys with snow, Eli and Lana are given the chance for an
adventure greater than they ever dreamed possibleand a love that will last for all
time.

Just One Night
Warning: one night will never be enough… Draco Morelli: ruthless businessman,
adoring father and wary ex-husband. This gorgeous Italian only ever signs up for
temporary flings with glamorous women who know the rules of the game. Until he
is blindsided by the one woman in all of London not interested in a relationship
with him…. Eve Curtis: dedicated workaholic, loyal friend and self-professed
singleton. Determined to remain independent, Eve has been happy keeping men at
a safe distance. Until now. Because when Draco sweeps her off her feet and into
his bedroom, he opens her eyes to a whole new world of sin and seduction!

For One Night Only
Must I tell . . . is a story about Renee’s life tragedies; you’ll find that most of
Renee’s life she had to fight with depression. She fought with being loved or
feeling like love was not for her. She stopped trusting in men after being betrayed
by her father. When she was a little girl, she thought that she was loved dearly, but
didn’t realize that the type of love that she was getting was the wrong type of love.
At age seventeen, she was gang-raped by a group of men, including the father of
her lost child. She felt as if her life was at its end. But she had a baby girl to fight to
live for.

"Tell Me A Little Bit About Yourself"
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“That Old Man” “‘That old man. That old man.’ Those were the first words out of
your mother’s mouth every evening when I dragged through the door from a long
hard day in the field. She was so bitter about our life as sharecroppers, and it was
tearing the family apart. I worked from sun up to sun down to take care of my
family and provide income for my landlord. The white man don’t work us like mules
anymore.” Dad talked, leaning over in his recliner. In a few months he would be
seventy nine years old. He reminisced about his life experiences as a
sharecropper. The old sharecropper’s steps were getting slower by the day. His
oversized head was full of gray curly hair and his thick black eyebrows, I knew as a
child, were snow white, but as eye-catching as ever. I moved close to him to make
sure he could hear me. "Dad," I asked, “Why didn’t you move north and get away
from the south? Why didn’t you take us and move away from the cotton fields of
Mississippi for a better life?” He looked up at me, flushed, and he slowly began to
tell his story: One day I came home and your mother had packed her things and
left for Illinois with all of y’all. I should have seen it coming; she has asked me so
many times to pack up and go north, but I refused. I knew times were hard and
jobs were scarce in the north because everybody was running there to get away
from the cotton fields. She wrote me and begged me for weeks to come to Alton.
Folks like us with little or no money didn’t have a telephone back then, so we had
to write letters. I was farming with an old broke down tractor that would turn over.
One day the landlord came to the field to threaten, to curse, and to blame me for
the tractor turning over. Even though he knew the tractor was old and worn out, he
continued to blame me. Eventually, I gave in and moved to Alton, Illinois, to keep
the family together and to get away from the abuse of that old man. I was in Alton
for about five months or so with my wife and three girls at that time, living with my
brother and his family. I couldn’t find a job for nothing in the world that paid
enough money to support my family. It was the mid-fifties and times were hard,
even in the North. That was when Eisenhower was President. I had to drop out of
school when I was fifteen to work the fields. I only made it to the fifth grade.
Besides farming, the only work experience I had back then was working on a
logging camp. I made twenty-five to thirty-five dollars a week on the logging camp
minus a dollar and fifty cents a day room and board. I had to quit; I was away from
my family six days a week! I only saw them on Sunday and my wife was really
unhappy about that. Your mother and I argued a lot because money was so scarce
when we were in Alton. I wanted our own place for my family; I didn’t like staying
with other folks, even though it was my brother and his family. I have always been
an independent man and took care of myself and my family. So, after a few
months of being in Alton, I moved back to Mississippi by myself. It was in the
spring and time to plant the crop. So, I decided to move back and to give it another
try. My landlord was glad to see me return, even though he tried to hide his
feelings. That happy kind of a look was all over his face. He refused to buy another
tractor for me to work the farm. Trying to work the fields with a broke down tractor
was hard. My wife was right, “That old man,” she would often exclaim about the
landlord. It’s a wonder I didn’t fall dead to the ground. Your mother refused to
move back at first. She stayed in Alton for several more weeks. One day I looked
up and my wife, Essie Mae, and my girls were walking in the house. She looked at
me and said, “I have to keep the family together.” Even though my wife returned
on her own will, she was still unhappy; she continued to complain. One evening a
truck came through picking up folks for revival. We got on that truck and went to
church. Your mother got save
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MY WAY (The only way I know)
This volume represents a good cross section of the folktales of Alabama, of all
citizens from all parts of the state.

One Night for Love
"God knew that it would take brave and sturdy people to survive in these beautiful
but rugged hills. So He sent us His very strongest men and women." So begins the
heartwarming story of Verna Mae and her father, Isom B. ""Kitteneye"" Slone, an
extradordinay personal family history set in the hills around Caney Creek in Knott
County, Kentucky.

It Happened One Night
In Samantha Garver's enticing debut, all it takes to open the door to deliciously
wicked desires is a single night. But why stop at only one? A fine and true friend,
Calvin Garrett never anticipated what he would undertake in the name of loyalty to
Lord Wolcott. Posing as a butler, he appears at the door of Wolcott's fiercely
independent sister, Abigail, charged with uncovering the strange and sinister
happenings at her country home. Certainly, he hoped playing servant to an
unconventional woman would be a short-lived task. But when he meets his
stunning new mistress, the scheme he had in mind takes a turn for the tempting
Abigail has never encountered a butler somagnetic. However, he comes highly
recommended and she is desperate for help. The troubles and danger plaguing her
estate are enough to make a sane woman cling to strong shoulders, but her
awareness of her new employee has much more to do with a longing from deep
within her heart. Clearly, she has bigger problems than a dizzying attraction to a
male. Soon, though, sleepless nights filled with danger and desire form a volatile
mix that promises to turn Abigail from a confirmed spinster into a woman ready for
love

His Wife for One Night
Annotation The third volume of this complete and accurate translation of the tales
of the Arabian nights.

One Night in Texas
TROUBLE HAD NEVER BEEN SO APPEALING… Special Investigator Doug Masterson
was headed for some long-awaited R and R when trouble walked into his office.
Tall, beautiful and with curves in all the right places, Arielle Hale had the face of an
angel. But her eyes told a very different story—one of desperation…. A hit man
was after the small-town teacher? Doug remained skeptical. Since when had
reading, writing and arithmetic become so hazardous? But when fear put her in his
protective arms, he vowed to help her one night at a time. And suddenly, more
was at stake than their lives….

Terrifying Tales to Tell at Night
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After spending one life-changing day in Paris with laid-back Dutch actor Willem De
Ruiter, sheltered American good girl Allyson “Lulu” Healey discovered her new
lover had disappeared without a trace. Just One Day followed Allyson’s quest to
reunite with Willem; Just One Year chronicled the pair’s year apart from Willem’s
perspective. Now, back together at last, this delectable e-novella reveals the
couple’s final chapter.

One Night with the Doctor
A little bit about the author Pen Name: Big Daddy Cash Name: William Cash Neve
Date of Birth: 01/02/36 Sex: Male Location: Salt Lake City, Utah-United States
Nationality: Danish Education: School of hard knocks Influence: Honesty, Integrity
and Love Writing Style: My Way Favorite Quotes: I'm an altruistic example of my
own ego and like my one liner's best of all.. "The mind is the key to the vehicle that
travels the roads and byways of time." Claim to Fame: Publisher of many books
found on Lulu, Amazon, Barns and Noble and many bookstores worldwide.

One Night With a Billionaire (Novella)
For Desi, it was a chance to make her fantasies come true. For Jake, it was a night
of mind-blowing sex. It wasn’t supposed to lead to anything more. Now Desi and
Jake must decide if that one night of passion—and a baby girl—can turn into a
lifetime of love. Previously titled: Desire's Child REVIEWS: "Top read of the month
nicely executed." ~Romantic Times "Candace Schuler is a maestro at developing
real characters." ~Affaire de Coeur HEART IN THE CITY, in series order One Night
With You The Night Remembers All Night Long OTHER TITLES by Candace Schuler
Lovers & Strangers (Hollywood Nights, Book 1) Seduced & Betrayed (Hollywood
Nights, Book 2) Passion & Scandal (Hollywood Nights, Book 3)

A Night With the Hants & Other Alabama Folk Experiences
Cindy Kirk's next installment in RX For Love introduces us to a girl who always
plays by the rules—almost. And her one exception is going to change everything…
"Perfect" Poppy Westover has always been a by-the-book kind of girl. But just this
once, she ignores her rules and has a sizzling one-night stand with the crushingly
handsome Dr. Benedict Campbell. It was a superb night that left Poppy
breathless…and pregnant. Ben Campbell knows the pain of a broken heart—so he
is happy to settle for a good time. Still, when his unbelievable night with Poppy
means that he will soon be answering to Daddy, he has to put everything on the
line—for his child, and his child's mother. Because if Ben gets his way, he will soon
be answering to Husband, as well!

Must I Tell
For the fans of Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, here comes a new illustrated
children's horror anthology. You have been warned! The stories in this book are
scary. Real scary! After reading these horrible tales and staring at the creepy
drawings, don’t complain that you couldn’t sleep or they started haunting your
dreams—we warned you! If you love ghosts and monsters and enjoy getting
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goosebumps, this spine-chilling book is for you! Inside, you will find a creature that
lives in the dark and feeds on those who do not pay attention . . . a monster
created by the descendant of Doctor Frankenstein . . . a haunted house at
Halloween . . . a big cat that snacks on schoolteachers . . . a boy who is afraid of
what will come down the chimney at Christmas . . . a school with very strange
pupils . . . a decidedly odd zombie costume . . . a puzzle set by a ghost . . . a
drawing that comes to life . . . and a babysitter who likes to play terrifying games .
. . . Compiled by award-winning horror editor Stephen Jones and featuring the
authors Ramsey Campbell, R. Chetwynd-Hayes, Neil Gaiman, Charles L. Grant,
Stephen King, Lisa Morton, Lynda E. Rucker, Robert Shearman, Michael Marshall
Smith, and Manly Wade Wellman, this book is filled with nightmarish illustrations
by acclaimed artist Randy Broecker. So, whether you’re reading this book alone or
with friends, get ready to be afraid. Very afraid!

Don't Give Up the Palace for a Night
Fantastic strategies for getting high school students excited about writing This
book offers 50 creative writing lesson plans from the imaginative and highly
acclaimed 826 National writing labs. Created as a resource to reach all students
(even those most resistant to creative writing), the off-beat and attention-grabbing
lessons include such gems as "Literary Facebooks," where students create a mock
Facebook profile based on their favorite literary character, as well as highly
practical lessons like the "College Application Essay Boot Camp." These writing
lessons are written by experts—and favorite novelists, actors, and other
entertainers pitched in too. Road-tested lessons from a stellar national writing lab
Inventive and unique lessons that will appeal to even the most difficult-to-reach
students Includes a chart linking lessons to the Common Core State Standards 826
National is an organization committed to supporting teachers, publishing student
work, and offering services for English language learners.

The Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night
Ever since her former roommates deserted her, Meg has had to share an
apartment with a lazy, obnoxious ass. He won’t pick up after himself, and he
refuses to get a good job. Plus, he doesn’t always wear enough clothes—which is
really a problem, because he’s hot. Maybe he’s occasionally funny. And every now
and then he can be sweet. But mostly he’s just annoying. It doesn’t matter how
much he’s starting to flirt with her—Meg is going to resist. She’s way too smart to
fall for a guy who never takes anything seriously. But then everything changes in
only one night

One Night with her Bodyguard
What My Heart Wants To Tell
Appaloosa Elim is a man who knows his place. On a good day, he’s content with it.
Today is not a good day. Today, his so-called “partner” – that lily-white lordling Sil
Halfwick – has ridden off west for the border, hell-bent on making a name for
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himself in native territory. And Elim, whose place is written in the bastard browns
and whites of his cow-spotted face, doesn’t dare show up home again without
him.The border town called Sixes is quiet in the heat of the day, but Elim’s heard
the stories about what wakes at sunset: gunslingers and shapeshifters and ancient
animal gods whose human faces never outlast the daylight. If he ever wants to go
home again, he’d better find his missing partner fast. But if he’s caught out after
dark, Elim risks succumbing to the old and sinister truth in his own flesh - and
discovering just how far he’ll go to survive the night.

One Night To Be Sinful
It was a mind-blowing night of passion between complete strangers. Or so it
seems… Then publishing mogul Wynn Hunter discovers that the ravishing
temptress who'd shared his bed was none other than his childhood nemesis, Grace
Munroe. No wonder he didn't recognize her—the scrawny, pigtailed brat has
blossomed into a dazzling beauty. Disastrous romances have made them both
wary of entanglements. So when Wynn lures Grace to Australia for a family
wedding, they're determined to keep things light. But when life-threatening chaos
erupts in Wynn's family, can these childhood adversaries find the courage to fall in
love?

One Night with her Roommate
Tallie has moved to London to pursue her dream, so when she's offered a gorgeous
apartment to house-sit, she can't believe her luck. Millionaire Mark Benedict
returns home and is shocked—although not altogether displeased—to find Tallie in
his shower! He will take Tallie to his bed and turn her from inexperienced
innocent…to his willing mistress!

Tell Me a Story SAMPLER
A Night With A Marquess Born on the wrong side of the blanket, matchmaker
Sophie Reynard understands the consequences of unbridled desire all too well.
Despite the many highborn friends she has matched, falling in love with an
aristocrat without a pedigree of her own would be an act of futility. But that doesn't
stop her from succumbing to one evening of anonymous passion. . . A Lifetime Of
Desire Nicholas Tenbury, Marquess of Ancroft, knows nothing of Sophie's lineage.
He knows only that the enchanting beauty captured his heart in one night and then
fled, leaving no trace of her identity. But when he seeks answers from London's
finest matchmaker, he finds none other than the woman herself--stubbornly
refusing to acknowledge the attraction they share! Now the enamored Marquess
has no choice but to sway Sophie with seduction. . . Praise for the novels of Christie
Kelley "A sexy Cinderella story--racy and romantic!" --Anna Campbell, author of
Captive of Sin on Scandal of the Season "Rollicking, sexy. . .you'll enjoy this one!"
--Kat Martin on Every Time We Kiss "Kelley joins the ranks of Cheryl Holt, Pamela
Britton and Lisa Kleypas." --Romantic Times Book Reviews on Every Night I'm Yours

Just One Night?
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THE SECRET OF HORSESHOE, TEXAS Angie Wiznowski has made mistakes—the
biggest is the secret she's kept from Hardison Hollister for ten years. The man she
loved has the right to know what happened following that hot Texas night long
ago. And it could cost Angie the most precious thing in her life. Hardy has no
inkling he's a father…until an accident leaves a young girl injured and the Texas
district attorney with an unexpected addition to his family. Blindsided by shock and
hurt, Hardy can't forgive Angie for her deception. But as he gets to know his child,
old and new feelings for Angie surface. While scandal could derail Hardy's political
future—is that future meaningless without Angie and their daughter?

One Night in Sixes
Once is never enough! Head midwife Isla Delamere is hiding something. She might
be Melbourne's most glamorous socialite, but she's still a virgin. She's never met a
man to tempt her…until she's kissed by gorgeous new doc on the block Alessi
Manos! Working alongside Isla is sweet torture for Alessi—all he wants to do is strip
off her scrubs! Forever isn't in his vocabulary, but he'll make sure she always
remembers their one night together. Except keeping to his own rules is
impossible—especially when Alessi discovers Isla's secret…

It Happened One Night Shift
In Italy, passion and danger share the same bed. When Ornella vacations in Sicily,
she meets Hugh, an archaeologist working on a dig in the beautiful town of
Taormina. Hugh convinces Ornella to join him on a trip to the island of Stromboli,
where they hike up a live volcano at dusk. After a passionate night together
Ornella, an actress usually focused on her career, suspects she's in love. But after
breakfast the next morning, Hugh vanishes. Ornella is left with Hugh's phone,
sunglasses and a sudden end to the love affair she thought she didn't want.
Desperate to know if Hugh ran out on her or if he's met with disaster, she wants to
search for him. But with an important screen test in Rome and her agent
impatiently waiting for her, Ornella faces a dilemma. Little does she know the
danger Hugh is in – and that she is the key to his survival.

One Night with His Wife
A stolen kiss in the ER Five years ago brooding ex-military medic Gareth Stapleton
lost his beloved wife to breast cancer. Since then he's kept his distance from
everything and everyone. Until Dr. Billie Ashworth-Keyes waltzes into his life and
turns it upside down… Gareth is intrigued by the vivacious ER doc, but he knows
she's off-limits. Then, one night shift, Gareth finds himself locked in the hottest kiss
of his life! Suddenly he realizes that Billie is exactly what he needs to make his
days—and nights—a lot more meaningful!

One Night with Morelli
Enjoy these SAMPLE pages from Tell Me a Story- Jesus called His followers
witnesses. We are, in fact, witnesses to His unfolding story. This story is not only
our calling-it's the next generation's best chance of identifying with the Church and
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changing the world. As we become storytellers, we learn to see the world in terms
of stories being lived and told. We discover deeper insights into God, ourselves,
and others. Through story we uncover a better framework for understanding
abstract concepts such as purpose and conflict, as well as more concrete aspects
of our lives such as work, technology, communication, and community. Story
touches every part of our lives because it's the form factor of our lives-story is
inside all of us, and we're all inside a story.

One Night with His Virgin Mistress
One reckless man . . . One passionate woman. Enter the world of Mary Balogh—the
glittering ballrooms and vast country estates of Regency-era England, where
romance, with all its mystery, magic, and surprises, comes vibrantly alive. It was a
perfect morning in May . . . Neville Wyatt, Earl of Kilbourne, awaited his bride at
the altar—when a ragged beggar woman raced down the aisle instead. The cream
of the ton saw him stare, shocked, then declare that this was his wife! One night of
passion was all he remembered as he beheld Lily, the woman he'd wed, loved, and
lost on the battlefield in Portugal. Now he said he'd honor his commitment to
her—regardless of the gulf that lay between them. Then Lily spoke her mind . . .
She said she wanted only to start a new life—wanted only a husband who truly
loved her. She had to leave him to learn how to meet his world on her terms. So
Lily agreed to earn her keep as his aunt's companion and study the genteel arts.
Soon she was the toast of the ton, every inch a countess fit for the earl, who vowed
to prove to his remarkable wife that what he felt for her was far more than desire,
that what he wanted from her was much more than . . . One Night for Love. From
the Paperback edition.

One Night with a Sweet-Talking Man
The Frasers are back! Bestselling author Ana Leigh continues her stirring series
with brother Jed -- who's been taming the high seas aboard a China clipper. Briefly
ashore in San Francisco to visit his family, Jed meets Caroline Collins and her eightyear-old son. Beautiful Caroline doesn't have a husband in sight and she seems
surprisingly hostile toward Jed, who is used to being though of as quite a catch. But
there's something intriguing about her and the boy, something that convinces Jed
he should stay awhile. Caroline has never revealed the identity of her son's father,
not even to her own family. As independent in spirit as she is beautiful, all she
wants is to continue running the family's lumber mill and raising her son herself.
But if handsome, devil-may-care Jed Fraser ever takes a good hard look at her son,
everything she's struggled for could be ruined. She's convinced that the best thing
she could do is stay far, far away from the sexy Jed -- but her body is singing a
different song

Mama Tell Me A Hard Time Story
For years, Lady Julia Barrowby has acted the part of an old man’s ornamental
bride, never revealing that she has secretly helped the ailing Lord Barrowby in his
work with the Royal Four. Now that her husband has died, Julia believes his place in
the Four is hers by right. But convincing the remaining members will not be easy,
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especially with Marcus Ramsay, Lord Dryden, distracting her at every turn.
Somehow, the mysterious Marcus seems to see into her very soul, effortlessly
satisfying all her secret, forbidden longings… Marcus stood next in line to be
chosen for the Four, and he is not willing to be displaced by a woman, no matter
how intriguing or beautiful she may be. Under orders to investigate Julia, Marcus
discovers her diary, overflowing with years of loneliness and yearning. Fulfilling
Julia’s fantasies is the perfect way to get closer to her, but seducing this
fascinating creature is fast becoming more than a means to an end—it is his soul’s
deepest desire…

One Night with a Cowboy
One Night At A Time
Jack McKibbon knows the score when he offers to marry his best friend Mia Alatore.
He's fixing a bad situation for her—that's all—they aren't making a real life
together. She wants to stay on the ranch and he's got his studies and inventions
elsewhere. Still, this arrangement is a good deal for both of them. Until that one
night… A sexy interlude with Mia makes Jack rethink their relationship…and their
future. But all his plans grind to a halt when she asks for a divorce. Once upon a
time, Jack might have agreed. But now that he knows the chemistry they share,
he's not giving up a second chance to be with his wife.

One Night With a Spy
Melanie, Astrid, and Valerie may be best friends, but they have very different ideas
of what kind of man is more fun—one with a pocket full of cash or a guy with spurs
on his boots? Growing up on a ranch, Melanie Shaw always assumed she’d end up
with a strong, protective cowboy someday. Before she settles down, though, she
decides to take a romantic adventure in Paris, a city she longs to explore. But on
the first day of her getaway, Melanie winds up in trouble and is rescued by an
unlikely stranger—the handsomest Texan she’s ever seen. He may not be a
cowboy, but what girl can resist a billionaire who wants to take her on a whirlwind
tour of the City of Lights? And when the romance between them heats up, Melanie
realizes that she may have found her perfect man where she least expected…

One Night to Risk it All
What happened in Vegas…followed her home! Olivia Lewis is not the marrying
type. So when a wild weekend in Vegas leaves her with a surprise husband, she's
happy to sign anything to erase her mistake—even if that mistake is handsome,
charming and comes with an English accent. Fortunately, her groom has other
plans. Bestselling author Gerald Leighton knows he can make his new bride fall in
love with him—he just needs time. In exchange for a quickie divorce, Olivia
grudgingly gives him a few weeks to attempt to woo her. And whether Olivia likes
it or not, Gerald plans on using every second to win her heart!
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